
INVESTMENT PRESENTATION



Onda is not a hostel. Onda is not a hotel.

WELCOME
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Millennials and Gen Z are travelling 

more and working less. Spending money 

on enjoying experiences over buying 

possessions. 

CONSUMER PREFERENCES 
ARE CHANGING

58% of millennials set money 
aside for travel and prioritize it 
over purchasing a home, car, 
or paying off debt. 

72% of millennials prefer 
spending money on unique 
experiences rather than on 
material things.

Millennials anticipate taking 
6 trips each year. That’s over 
50% more than boomers.

Millennials will spend an 
average of $6.8k on travel this 
year, more the any other age 
group. 

81% of 3+ week trip travellers 
choose to stay in hostels. 
Compared to 44% who would 
choose a hotel. 

25% of US workers now work 
remote with 65% wanting to 
work remote following 
COVID.
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The secular trends discussed on the previous slide are driving changes in 

consumer preferences, resulting in the emergence of a large, untapped 

market. Legacy operators are failing to provide some combination of the 

following attributes:

● Upscale, social accommodation

● Dedicated spaces + infrastructure for people to work on the road

● Flexibility in terms of room type and price within a single property

● Flexibility in terms of booking and stay duration

● A trusted brand with locations in multiple destinations

GAP IN THE MARKET
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GAP IN THE MARKET
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System-wide experience standards, so guests 

know what to expect + loyalty programs to 

drive repeat stays

Branded

Beautiful spaces that demand to be shared, driving 

increased guest demand

Beautiful

Reliable a/c and hot water + high quality 

bedding and linens

Comfortable

Physical spaces and group events designed to 

encourage interaction with other guests

Social

Designed to accommodate short-notice 

bookings, walk-ins, and stay extensions

Flexible

Shared dorms and private rooms, catering to 

budget-oriented travelers

Cost Effective
HOSTEL HOTEL

FILLING THE GAP

New concepts are cropping up to capitalize on this $30bn opportunity, although few operate at scale. These concepts combine the best elements of a hostel 

and a hotel to create something new. In all cases, they avoid publicly labeling themselves as “hostels” for fear of conjuring the negative connotations many 

travelers have with this term.  For the time being, we’re going to call them “Boutique Hostels.”





WE ARE NOT A HOSTEL
WE ARE NOT A HOTEL

WE ARE…..

ONDA   

Onda is a collective that offers the comforts of 
a boutique hotel with the soul of a hostel. 
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WHY NOW?

AFFORDABLE REAL ESTATE

Tourism is one of the hardest-hit industries during 

the pandemic giving the opportunity to acquire 

desirable hospitality properties at historic 

discounts.

PENT UP DEMAND FOR TRAVEL

67% of Americans plan to make travel a priority 

and take a “bucket list” trip once COVID 

restrictions are lifted. 33% plan on traveling more 

than they did pre-pandemic and 62% want to be 

more adventurous.

The global COVID-19 pandemic has created a once in a lifetime opportunity to purchase hospitality real estate at historic discounts and is driving secular changes that will result in 

more travel from our core demographic. We want to be operational in time to capitalize on the pent-up demand for travel.

REMOTE WORK IS THE NEW NORM

Large % of our target audiences have been told that 

they may not ever need to return to the office. This 

will drive further secular changes in travel behavior 

that we are well-positioned to benefit from.
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BILL GRAF
CEO

Finance + Real Estate

Investment Banking
Private Equity

Restaurants + Retail
Industry Roll-Ups

Visited 50 countries
American

ALEX FERNANDEZ
COO

LatAm + Social Impact

Bar Sublime Founder
Social Impact

Bar + Restaurant + Events
LatAm

Visited 19 countries
American

JOE MORGAN
CMO

BERNARDO VERWEIJ 
Advisor - Hospitality

Hospitality + Operations

Hotels. Restaurants. Bars. 
Airlines.

International Hospitality 
Management

Visited 48 countries
Dutch

MEET THE TEAM

Marketing + Brand 

Hospitality. Retail. Tech. 
Events. Sports

Brand Strategy. Business 
Growth. Experience Design 

Visited 42 countries 
British
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WHY US?

01

POWER USERS OF TRAVEL INDUSTRY

Collectively have travelled to over 100 

countries staying in over 300 hostels. Onda 

was born from an idea we all shared. 

STRATEGIC HOSPITALITY 
KNOWLEDGE

Strategic hospitality expertise to define, 

implement, and measure Onda’s experience 

standards.

GLOBAL MARKETING EXPERTISE  

Global marketing experience in brand 

development, product launches and marketing 

strategy. 

SITE SELECTION EXPERIENCE 

Real estate and corporate development 

experience to identify acquisition + 

partnership candidates.

Setup Launch / Operate Scale

EARLY STAGE STARTUP EXPERIENCE

Founded multiple early stage startups. 

Familiarity with the process + deep network 

of service providers to assist.

SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHED LATAM 
HOSPITALITY BUSINESS  

Launched bar/restaurant from scratch in 

Guatemala and created an international 

backpacker destination. See case study 

on following slide.

EXPERIENCE BUILDING PLATFORMS

Experience implementing the processes and 
systems necessary to manage a scalable, 
multi-location business.
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IMPROVEMENT:
6 Year Hold
2012-2018

Developed “Bar Sublime” brand from 

scratch and added in food service.

Complete rebuild of space, funded from 

business cash flows including: kitchen, 

bathrooms, tree deck, VIP lounge, 

floating deck + live music/ night club.

SALE:
51x  Cash on Cash Return

2018

Sold for $150k in 2018
$350k in annual revenue / $137k in net 

income at time of sale.

See Promo Video

PURCHASE:
$11k investment

2012

In 2012, Alex purchased a 10-year lease 
on a vacant, run down bar in Lake 

Atitlan, Guatemala.

See initial construction video 

EXPERIENCE CASE STUDY - BAR SUBLIME
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2175435112687021
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gX2aWIZqs3o&t=4s




OUR BUSINESS MODEL

01
ACQUIRE OR LEASE UNDER-MANAGED PROPERTIES

Identify under-managed or distressed properties in desirable areas 

with good infrastructure

02
INVEST IN HIGH IMPACT RENOVATIONS 

Reconfigure to increase capacity and offer wide selection of room types, 

increasing revenue potential. Selectively invest in design-forward, 

high-ROI renovations

03
LEVERAGE BRAND AND MARKETING

Leverage brand and best-in-class marketing to reduce reliance on 

OTAs and attract target guests at the lowest CAC. 

=
SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASE PROFITABILITY

We expect to be able to double profitability relative to the legacy 

operation.
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BENEFITS OF OUR MODEL

REPLICABLE

By targeting 10-30 key locations, we have a 

virtually unlimited supply of potential 

locations.

SCALABLE

By upcycling existing infrastructure, we can 

scale faster and at a lower cost than the 

competition.

ASSET LIGHT

Once we prove out the model, we will partner 

with property owners and real estate investors 

to scale with low CapEx.

More sites available 
for development

That can be up and 
running in 1/3 of the 

time 

Using a fraction of the 
investment

2.5x guest capacity

Slightly lower per 
guest spend

But increased revenue 
per square meter

HOTEL ONDA RESULT

(1) Future state (see next slide).



UNIT ACQUISITION MODEL

We plan to purchase, via an affiliate, the first 3-5 locations 

to prove out the model.  We need complete control over 

these sites to realize our vision for the built environment 

and to use as a showcase for investors and partners.

Once we’ve established a track record, we plan to switch 

primarily to leased growth model.

Both models feature compelling unit economics.

Primary Real Estate 
Acquisition Model

Owned Leased

Description

An Onda affiliate purchases 
the underlying real estate, 
rehabilitates it, and leases it 
to Onda

Onda partners with existing 
real estate owners, incurs 
some or all of the cost of 
renovation, and signs a 
long-term master lease to 
operate

Pros
More control
Downside protection

Significantly lower capex 
requirements

Cons More capital intensive
Less control over site, 
potentially fewer sites 
available

Total Investment per key1 ~$100k-$150k ~$20k-30k

Payback Period (Years) 3.4 1.4 

CURRENT STATE FUTURE STATE

(1)    Current state total investment includes RE purchase + rehabilitation. Future state includes only rehabilitation. 18



01
LAUNCH ON OTAs

9/10 travellers book their accommodation on booking 

platforms. Online Travel Agencies (“OTAs”) are vital at 

launch, driving awareness and sales. However, OTAs 

charge a ~15% commission on the total booking 

amount. 

03
DRIVE PROFITABILITY 

By launching with OTAs but growing bookings and 

loyalty through Direct to Consumer (DTC) channels will 

allow us to grow profitability by 15%+

SALES STRATEGY

      OTAs

INITIAL 
BOOKING

15% Commission on 
Bookings

ONDA A

SUBSEQUENT 
BOOKINGS

         STAYONDA.COM

ONDA B

Zero Commission

Opp. to improve margin by 15 
percentage points relative to 
competition

02
ENCOURAGE DIRECT BOOKING FOR REPEAT STAYS

Through digital communications and first visit engagement,  

build relationships with customers to drive loyalty and 

repeat stays at network of properties. 
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MEDIA + PR LAUNCH

Generate mass awareness and interest through carefully curated media 

partnerships just as tourism starts to resume. 

BOOKING PLATFORM PARTNERSHIPS

Partner with Booking Platforms to offer exclusive rates + place Onda at the top of search 

and top of mind, as peer reviews will be low at launch. 

SOCIAL + INFLUENCER MARKETING

Work with travel influencers to share our unique experience with their audience and drive 

target audience to our owned channels for growth.

TOP OF SEARCH

8/10 travellers research their trip using Google. Appear top of search and top of mind for 

any traveller visiting our regions through search engine optimisation. 

PAID MEDIA PROGRAM

Target our key demographic with  display and social ads to drive awareness and sales, with a 

positive ROAS (return on ad spend). Target = 1:2.5 

MARKETING STRATEGY

Revenue Commission Commission 
Rate

Guest Count CPA

Booking.com 163,788 23,780 14.5% 1,129 21

Hostelworld 34,072 5,249 15.4% 278 19

Walk-in 70,678 -

Phone 14,082 -

Expedia 5,072 -

Booking 
Engine

5,383 81

Email 3,432 -

Total  296,507 29,110
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PROJECT TIMELINE

Concept Ideation

Team Formation

Geography Selection

Competition Research

Brand Strategy

Incorporation

FOUNDATIONAL WORK

Announce Company

Conduct Initial Fundraise

CONCEPT DEBUT

Negotiation

Confirmatory Diligence

Architectural/Design  Work

Local Entity Formation

Close Acquisition

FIRST SITE SELECTED

Structural Changes

Furniture acquisition

Art + Design

REHABILITATE

PR + Media

Website + Social Media

OTA Partnerships

BRAND LAUNCH

Bookings Taken 

Hire + Train Hotel Staff

System and Procedure integration

SOFT LAUNCH

Open to General Public in 

time for high season 2021 

(begins in November)

GRAND LAUNCH

July 2020 - Feb 2021 Oct 2021

Sept 2021

Aug 2021 Onwards

April - Sept 2021Feb 2021

March 31 2021
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High spend per tourist

Can charge in USD

Good infrastructure

Many stops on Backpacker Trail

Many daily flights from U.S. / 2 Intl. Airports

Ease of expansion into neighboring countries

Can support 10+ Onda locations

LAUNCH COUNTRY: COSTA RICA

WHERE TO LAUNCH?

Travellers /
Vacationers:

Remote
Workers:

Corporate
Considerations:

Stable government

Favorable for foreign investment

Opportunity for future regional expansion

Availability of “digital nomad” visas 
for Onda corporate employees

COSTA
RICA

Located on Backpacker Trail

Low Cost

Good Weather 

Variety of Activities 

Ease of access/travel from US

US Time Zone friendly 

Fast internet 

Good Weather 

Variety of Activities 



DEVELOPMENT 
ROADMAP

➔ 10-30 rooms (capacity for 30-100 guests)

➔ Restaurant + bar

➔ Opportunity to add common kitchen for guest use

➔ Access to high speed internet (>50mbps)

➔ <30 minute drive from international airport  (first location)

➔ <120 minute drive to existing location (subsequent locations)

➔ Proximity to tourist attractions

LIR
600k intl arrivals / 
16 intl destinations

SJO
1.8M intl arrivals / 
39 intl destinations

Point of interest

~30 minute driving radius

2

3

4

5

7

9

10

11

12

LIR Direct Flights

● Canada

○ Toronto

○ Montreal

○ Calgary

● USA

○ Los Angeles

○ Charlotte

○ Miami

○ Atlanta

○ New York

○ Boston

○ Houston

○ Minneapolis

○ Denver

○ San Francisco

● Europe

○ Amsterdam

○ London

1

8

6

POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT SEQUENCE

7. Quepos/Manuel Antonio

8. Uvita

9. Corcovado

10. La Fortuna

11. Monteverde

12. Puerto Viejo

1. Initial Area of Focus

2. Tamarindo/Playa Grande

3. Nosara/Samara

4. Santa Teresa/Montezuma

5. Jaco/Playa Hermosa

6. San Jose

INITIAL FOCUS = BEACHES NEAR LIR

There are a number of beaches in close proximity 

to LIR (<20 minute drive). We believe these 

locations will be attractive for our first location as 

we will attract two types of guests:

1 - People on longer trips entering/leaving the 

country via LIR

2 - People on short trips who want to minimize 

travel time

SITE SELECTION CRITERIA
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SITES UNDER NEGOTIATION

LIR

Playa Hermosa

Est. total investment: $1.25M

Playa del Coco

Est. total investment: $1.55M



ARCHITECTURE 
+ DESIGN

We’ve partnered with the multidisciplinary team at Studio Saxe, an award-winning, international 
architecture and design firm, to bring the Onda vision to life. 

Studio Saxe has significant boutique hotel experience and a deep network of contractor and artisan 
relationships throughout our target geographies that will allow us to realize our vision on time and on 
budget.
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https://studiosaxe.com/




INVESTMENT OVERVIEW Investors

US Hotel Management Co.

Costa Rica Hotel Mgmt. Co.

This is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase an interest in any current or future fund, investment vehicle or account managed or advised by Dos Conejos, Inc. or 

its affiliates. Any such offer or solicitation shall be made only pursuant to the confidential private placement memorandum or other applicable offering/risk disclosure materials (the “Memorandum”), which describes risks related to an 

investment therein and various other important matters. The Memorandum, including, without limitation, the risk factors and potential conflicts of interest described therein, should be read carefully and in its entirety prior to investment.

~10%

Total Fundraise Amount: $1.25M-$1.75M

Minimum Investment: $50,000

Structured as investment into a Delaware LLC

Investors who subscribe prior to February 28, 2021 will receive 1% of OpCo. for every 

$100k they invest, provided as a “sweetener,” in addition to pro rata ownership of RE 

Co.

Real estate purchase will be financed with 100% equity (i.e., no debt),  so there is no 

credit default risk.

Expected Returns:

Downside protection of a real estate deal with the upside of a VC deal.

20% IRR on RE 
Investment

Unmodeled OpCo 
Upside+

RE Downside Protection VC Upside+

US Real Estate Co.

LOCATION 1

100%

Costa Rica Real Estate Co.
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William J. Graf
Founder & CEO

Bill@StayOnda.com

+1.608.772.2455

LET’S CHAT

If you like what you’ve seen and 
would like to schedule some time 
to meet with the team, please 
don’t hesitate to reach out.

mailto:Bill@StayOnda.com




FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS

Locations 1 3 11 27 59

A detailed financial model is available 
upon request - we’d love the chance to 
walk you through it.

31
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ILLUSTRATIVE RE PRO FORMA, RETURNS, SOURCES & USES

Note: Actual figures will vary depending on the site we decide to acquire. These figures assume an acquisition of Playa Hermosa property, operating with 10 rooms / 33 beds, ADR = $127, and year 1 occupancy 

= 50% / year 5 occupancy = 80%. Detailed financial model available upon request. 32



LEGAL DISCLAIMER

The enclosed materials are being provided by Dos Conejos, Inc. for informational purposes only and do not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase an interest in any current or future fund, investment vehicle or 

account managed or advised by Dos Conejos, Inc. (each a “Vehicle,” collectively, the “Vehicles.”) Any such offer or solicitation shall be made only pursuant to the confidential private placement memorandum or other applicable offering/risk 

disclosure materials of such Vehicle (the “Memorandum”), which describes risks related to an investment therein and various other important matters. The Memorandum, including, without limitation, the risk factors, related party 

transactions,  and potential conflicts of interest described therein, should be read carefully and in its entirety prior to investment. Information contained herein is not intended to be complete or final, should not form the basis for an 

investment decision, and is qualified in its entirety by the Memorandum and the governing documents of each Vehicle. Each prospective investor should consult its own advisors as to legal, tax, and related matters concerning an investment 

in interests in the Vehicles. No offer to purchase interests in the Vehicles will be made or accepted prior to the receipt by the recipient of the Memorandum and the relevant subscription documents, all of which must be read and completed 

in their entirety and must be accepted by Dos Conejos, Inc.. Projected or presented return or performance figures, investment/asset characteristics, leverage figures, tax rates and tax benefits/attributes and all other matters set forth in the 

enclosed materials are indicative and hypothetical only and are illustrated for scenario modeling purposes only. All of these figures are based on assumptions regarding future events and conditions which may not prove to be accurate or 

complete. Accordingly, these projected or presented figures should not form the basis for an investment decision and should not be relied upon for any purpose whatsoever. There can be no guarantee or assurance that the Vehicle will be 

successful in raising capital, ramping up investment activity as modeled, syndicating investments to third parties as modeled, obtaining leverage or realizing tax benefits as modeled, or deploying capital into profitable investments. The 

Vehicle may suffer investment losses (which may be substantial or total). Any projected or presented investment returns or projections are not a prediction or guarantee of future performance. In addition, projected or presented 

performance figures are shown herein on a gross basis and do not reflect the effects of all applicable fees and expenses. If all applicable fees and expenses were included, the overall return to investors (net of such applicable fees and 

expenses) would be lower. Investors are urged to consider and assess the impact of fees and expenses on investment returns. Any person subscribing for an investment in the Vehicles must be able to bear the risks involved and must meet 

each Fund’s suitability requirements. An investment in a Vehicle may not be suitable for all investors. An investment in a Vehicle will be suitable only for certain financially sophisticated investors who meet certain eligibility requirements, 

have no need for immediate liquidity in their investment, and can bear the risk of an investment in a Vehicle for an extended period of time. The enclosed materials have been prepared without consideration of the investment objectives, 

financial situation or particular needs of any particular investor. Investors should consider whether the behavior of any potential investments should be tested under assumptions different from those included herein. The assumptions set 

forth herein may be modified from time to time to reflect changed circumstances and Dos Conejos, Inc.  is not obligated to update prospective investors with respect to any such modifications. In addition, such assumptions may prove to be 

incorrect or incomplete. No assurance can be given that a Vehicle will meet its investment objectives or avoid losses which could be substantial or total. Among the risks which Dos Conejos, Inc.  wishes to call to your attention are the 

following: The Vehicles are speculative and involve varying degrees of risk, including substantial degrees of risk in some cases. Investments made by a Vehicle may involve important legal, operational and tax consequences and will involve 

various investment risks (including asset, credit, collateral, counterparty, illiquidity, volatility and currency risks). Such risks should be independently assessed by investors with their professional advisors prior to investing in a Vehicle. The 

effects of the ongoing federal tax reform effort are inherently unclear and could materially adversely impact the Vehicle and for the tax characteristics of the underlying Vehicle assets. The related uncertainty also represents a risk to the 

Vehicle. Interests in a Vehicle and all Vehicles investments will be illiquid and their value will be volatile and could suffer from adverse or unexpected market moves, or other adverse events involving assets, counterparties and/or underlying 

collateral. The Vehicles may be leveraged and may engage in other speculative investment practices that may increase the risk of investment loss. No assurance is given that any targeted, projected, specific or indicated returns, performance 

or results (including "expected returns") will be achieved. Performance is not guaranteed by Dos Conejos, Inc., or by any of its partners, directors, officers, employees, agents or affiliates. No guarantee or representation is made that the 

Fund’s investment objectives, diversification strategies, tax benefits, or risk monitoring goals will be successful, and investment results may vary substantially over time. Investment losses may occur from time to time. Nothing herein is 

intended to imply that the investment methodology may be considered “conservative,” “safe,” “risk free” or “risk averse.” To the contrary, the Vehicles are anticipated to incur a substantial degree of risk. Economic, market, political, 

regulatory, and other conditions could also cause investment losses and could cause Dos Conejos, Inc.  to alter the Vehicle's investment objectives, guidelines and restrictions. Past performance is neither indicative nor a guarantee of future 

returns. Investors should understand that the performance of the Vehicle could be materially different than the prior historical results (and future projections or estimations) shown herein. An investor could lose all or a substantial amount 

of its investment. This presentation is provided on a confidential basis solely for the information of those persons to whom it is delivered. This presentation is not to be reproduced in whole or in part or used for any other purpose. By 

accepting this presentation, the recipient (which shall include its directors, partners, officers, employees and representatives) acknowledges that it will keep it strictly confidential and use the presentation only for information and 

discussion purposes related to a prospective investment in a Vehicle and not for any other purpose. The distribution of the enclosed materials in certain jurisdictions may be restricted, and, accordingly, it is the sole responsibility of any 

prospective investor to satisfy itself as to compliance with relevant laws and regulations. © Dos Conejos, Inc.. All Rights Reserved. As used herein, the term “Dos Conejos, Inc.” refers to Dos Conejos, Inc., Primera Conejo LLC, and Graf LLC, 

together with their subsidiaries and affiliated companies. Each affiliate and subsidiary of Dos Conejos, Inc.  is separately organized and none of these companies are responsible for the obligations of the others.
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